
Learn to dance authentic Cuban Salsa with Nelson Batista. Classes at
Danceworks Studios in Bond Street, London. No experience required, come
alone or with friends.

Starting Sunday May 11th, 2014 - 2:30pm - 3:30pm

Absolute Beginners' Salsa Classes

Learn to dance authentic Cuban Salsa with Nelson Batista. Classes at

Danceworks Studios in Bond Street, London. No experience required,

come alone or with friends.

Join 1000s of people who have learned to dance Cuban Salsa

with Nelson Batista.

Bring a copy of this newsletter to your first class to enjoy your first class for only £5*

Danceworks Studios,

Download calendar invite

http://gallery.mailchimp.com/17157f018142ca0c1a73035ab/files/d94def61-0d0a-4d63-a42b-e3bd0bb8f721.ics


16 Balderton St,London W1K 6TN

Our classes are hosted at Danceworks,

5 minutes walk from Bond Street

station, opposite Selfridges.

Please allow 10 minutes prior to check-in

to Danceworks if you're not currently a

member.
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Frequently Asked Questions

How long will it take to learn Salsa?

This depends on the individual’s coordination, some people progress really quickly after

learning the basic steps which are the first thing we teach and in a couple of weeks

are allowed to move to the improver level. Some others take longer so there’s no set

pattern.

What do I need to wear for class?

There are no requirements on this respect. Some people come to class straight from

the office and some prefer to change into more comfortable clothing.

Notice that Salsa is not an aerobics class so  there is NO need to wear gym clothing at

all.

Do I need to bring a partner?

Although Salsa is mainly a couples dance, we tend to swap partners during class so

each student gets to dance with a variety of partners which helps coordination and

develops sense of rhythm.

What else do I need to know?

One of the most important points to consider when attending a class is good hygiene,

which should be observed at all times.
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What our students say
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There are leaders and there are followers, then there is the

best, Nelson Batista. The ONLY place to learn how to dance.

Lorraine D.

Nelson has natural rhythm and talent as a dancer, engaging

personality and unique teaching style. He makes sure

students develop a solid understanding of the basic steps and

art of Latin dance, helps us improve steadily as dancers and

encourages us in our discovery of personal styles. The

classes, from beginners to advance, are always fun and

inspiring, one of my favourite treats :)

Snezhina G.

If you want to learn salsa from a pro then Nelson is your man! Great music, great

moves and a fun friendly atmosphere. His style of teaching is easy to follow. Whether

absolute beginner or an advanced student, he hones in on technique, style and

coordination, choreographing sequences for all abilities. Ive tried the rest but Im

sticking with the best! Nelson is a true master of latin dance.

Angela E.

*Excludes Danceworks Studios daily membership


